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Science	needs	very	sensitive	
large	area	cryogenic	photon	

and	roton detectors



1)	Neutrinoless Double	Beta	Decay
• Most	sensitive	test	of	
– lepton	number	conservation
– Majorana/Dirac	nature	of	ν

• Central	to	most	theories	of	Leptogenesis
• Potentially	measures	ν mass



0𝜈DBD:	Cryogenic	Calorimeters
• Advantages:
– Excellent	energy	resolution
– Variety	of	target	isotopes

CUORE

• Disadvantage:	Backgrounds,	
in	particular	degraded	alphas	
from	Cu	support	structure
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FIGURE 2. Cuoricino (line) and CUORE-0 (shaded) background spectra comparison. Only events with a single crystal hit are
considered (anti-coincidence mode). Background rates are clearly reduced in CUORE-0 by factors ∼2 and ∼6 in the α (E>2.7 MeV)
and γ dominated regions, respectively. In the γ region, labeled lines are due (1) e+e- annihilation, (2) 214Bi, (3) 40K, (4) 208Tl, (5)
60Co and (6) 228Ac mainly from the cryostat materials. In the αregion they come from (a) 190Pt, (b) 232Th, (c) 238U, (d) 230Th and
226Ra, (e) 210Po, (f) 228Th and 222Rn, (g) 224Ra, (h) 218Po and (i) 216Po from TeO2 crystals or surface radioactive contaminations
of the detector structure materials.

CUORE operation is expected to start at the end of 2015.

3. CUORE-0

CUORE-0 is a CUORE-style tower built using the same materials, assembly devices and procedures developed for
CUORE. It is therefore identical in all the aspects to the 19 towers of CUORE (52 TeO2 crystals, 39 kg of TeO2 mass
and 11 kg of 130Te). Actually, the main goal of CUORE-0 is to provide a proof of concept of the CUORE detector in
all stages, including the operation of the DAQ and analysis frameworks. Given the sizable mass and the anticipated
background level, CUORE-0 is operating as an independent ββ (0ν) experiment while CUORE is under construction.

CUORE-0 is operated in the same cryostat that previously hosted Cuoricino, in the Hall A of LNGS [11]]. CUORE-
0 maintains an operating temperature of about 13-15 mK. At this temperature the typical signal amplitude is 10–20
µK/MeV, with typical rise and decay times of 50 and 250 ms, respectively. The analog read-out of the thermistor is
performed using the same electronics that was used for Cuoricino [30]. The signals are first amplified, filtered by 6-pole
active Bessel filter [31] and then fed into an 18-bit National Instrument PXI analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The
filter cutoff and the ADC sampling frequency are set to 12 Hz and 125 Hz, respectively. The data are then processed
with Apollo, the data acquisition software developed for CUORE. A CUORE-0 dataset consists of 3-4 weeks of low
background data taking preceded and followed by 2–3 days of calibration runs. To calibrate the detector, we insert two
thoriated tungsten wires between the outer vacuum chamber of the cryostat and the external lead shield. During the
offline analysis, we calibrate each channel separately over the energy range 511 to 2615 keV using the lines from the
daughter nuclei of 232Th.

The raw data from the bolometers are processed offline with Diana, the analysis software suite developed for
CUORE. The data reconstruction steps are the same as in the Cuoricino analysis [11], but we have improved the
automation and robustness of many of the algorithms in anticipation of scaling to CUORE.

The offline data production begins by evaluating the signal amplitude of each waveform using the matched filter
described in [32, 33]. Noisy pulses are then identified and discarded as a result of the comparison with a set of
template signals. Gain drifts caused by thermal variations are then corrected by exploiting the Joule heater attached to
each crystal. Calibration spectra are analyzed to extract the correct calibration function of each detector. The final step
of the data production, is to evaluate the time coincidences between events on different crystals which are later used in
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Large	area,	High	QE	
Photon	Detector:
– TeO2:100	eV	Cherenkov	
light	for	ββ	event:
• 10	eV	Sensitivity

– ZnMoO4:3	keV
Scintillation	light	for	ββ	
events
• 30	eV	Sensitivity
• Fast		(1us)	sensor	
response	to	minimize	
pileup

0𝜈DBD:	Cryogenic	Calorimeters	&	Photon	Detectors
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Figure 7: Simulated background spectra induced by 232Th (red) and 238U
(green) contamination in the Cu of the frames. The one induced by the 10 mK
Cu shield is similar in shape, but a factor ' 2 smaller. The background induced
by the unrecognized 2⌫DBD pile-up (blue) clearly dominates.

fraction of the untagged � events due to the ↵ escape and the
fraction of the untagged � events because they are out of the
maximum allowed delayed coincidence window.

Contribution due to the other “near sources” (i.e. the Cu
frames and the Cu 10 mK shield bulk contaminations) are eval-
uated considering both the 214Bi high energy �-lines and the
208Tl �’s cascade. The induced background spectra due to 232Th
and 238U in the Cu frames is reported in Fig. 7.

As can be seen from Tab. 4 and from Fig. 7, the main con-
tribution to the background is definitely due to unrecognized
2⌫DBD pile-up of 100Mo. The only way to reduce this back-
ground will be to reduce the size of a single crystal but, as we
shall see shortly, this would be useless for an experiment with a
mass of 11.22 kg of 100Mo such as the one here investigated.

5.4. Experimental sensitivity

The maximum sensitivity reachable by a 0⌫DBD experiment
corresponds to the “zero background” condition. This occurs
when (B · M · T · �) ' 1 [41], where B is the background level
per unit mass, energy, and time, M is the detector mass, T is the
measuring time and � is the FWHM energy resolution. For a
“standard” live-time for a 0⌫DBD experiment (i.e. 5 years), an
energy resolution of 5 keV and a detector mass of ⇠30 kg the
“zero background” condition will be reached with a background
of ⇡1.5·10�3 c/(keV kg y) .

Considering the di↵erent sources of background discussed
in the previous sections and summarized in Tab. 4, with the
detector array described above, for an enrichment of 90%, in 5
years of data taking we are able to fulfill the “zero background”
condition.

For such an experiment, for a neutrino mass of < m�� >=
100 meV we will expect between 1.7 and 13.9 counts of 0⌫DBD
depending on the Nuclear Matrix Element [42, 43, 44, 45].

6. Conclusions

We successfully tested two ZnMoO4 crystals as bolometers.
The separation achievable on the shape of the thermal signal
alone is much more powerful than the one obtained using the
information of the light detector and allows to reject ↵ events
to any desirable level. Furthermore we would like to point out
a very important consideration in favour of the pulse shape dis-
crimination. The light collection generally depends on the size
of the scintillating crystal, due to self absorption mechanisms.
Since the LY of the ZnMoO4 is rather small, this could imply
a decrease in the achievable discrimination power obtainable
through the light detection, moving from a few tenth grams
crystals to a few hundreds grams crystals. On the contrary, this
mechanism will enhance the pulse shape discrimination since
the self absorbed light signal will convert into heat, summing
up with the non-radiative de-excitations that makes possible the
↵ vs �/� discrimination.

Moreover, even without any kind of material selection, the
internal contaminations in 228Th and 226Ra are already at an
extremely low level, never obtained in any crystal compound
based on Molybdenum. The projection of these results to
a small-size experiment foresees a possible background level
close to zero.
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surement the lack of space prevented us from mounting the LD.
However this was not a problem, as the previous run convinc-
ingly demonstrated that the pulse shape analysis can provide an
extremely good ↵ background rejection without the need for the
light detection.

2.1. Data Analysis

To maximize the signal to noise ratio, the pulse amplitude
is estimated by means of an optimum filter technique [26, 27].
The filter transfer function is built from the ideal signal shape
s(t) and the noise power spectrum N(!). s(t) is estimated by
averaging a large number of triggered pulses (so that stochastic
noise superimposed to each pulse averages to zero) while N(!)
is computed averaging the power spectra of randomly acquired
waveforms not containing pulses. The amplitude of a signal is
estimated as the maximum of the filtered pulse. This procedure
is applied for the signal on the ZnMoO4 bolometer. The am-
plitude of the light signal, instead, is estimated from the value
of the filtered waveform at a fixed time delay with respect to
the signal of the ZnMoO4 bolometer, as described in detail in
Ref. [28]. The detector performances are reported in Table 1.
The baseline resolution, FWHMbase, is governed by the noise
fluctuation at the filter output, and does not depend on the abso-
lute pulse amplitude. The rise (⌧R) and decay times (⌧D) of the
pulses are computed as the time di↵erence between the 10%
and the 90% of the leading edge, and the time di↵erence be-
tween the 90% and 30% of the trailing edge, respectively.

Table 1: Technical details for the ZnMoO4 bolometers (cylinder and paral-
lelepiped) and for the LD. The cylindrical ZnMoO4 was measured twice, so we
reported the parameters also for the background run (Cylinder⇤). Rwork is the
working resistance of the thermistors. Signal represents the absolute voltage
drop across the termistor for a unitary energy deposition.

Crystal Rwork Signal FWHMbase ⌧R ⌧D

[M⌦] [µV/MeV] [keV] [ms] [ms]
Cylinder 3.7 140 0.6 17 50
Parallel. 4.7 320 1.2 8 33
LD 8.8 1700 0.16 4 11
Cylinder⇤ 2.5 200 0.7 17 48

After the application of the optimum filter, signal amplitudes
are corrected for temperature and gain instabilities of the set-up
thanks to a monochromatic power injection in the Si heater tak-
ing place every few minutes. The ZnMoO4 is calibrated using
the most intense �-peaks from the 232Th source, while the LD
is calibrated using the 55Fe X-ray doublet.

The FWHM energy resolution obtained on the cylindrical
(parallelepiped) crystal ranges from 2.5 ± 0.1 (2.4 ± 0.1) keV
at 238 keV to 3.8 ± 0.9 keV (7.6 ± 1.3) at 2615 keV. The
energy resolution on the 5407 keV ↵ + recoil line (due to a
weak internal contamination of 210Po ) can be evaluated only
on the long background run for the cylindrical crystal and gives
5.3 ± 1.1 keV. The FWHM energy resolution on the LD, eval-
uated on the 55Fe X-ray doublet, is 321 ± 9 eV. Experimental
resolutions are worse than theoretical ones in agreement with
the observed performance of macro-bolometers [29].
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Figure 2: The light-to-heat energy ratio as a function of the heat energy obtained
with the cylindrical crystal in the first run, during a 62 h 232Th calibration. The
upper band (ascribed to �/� events) and lower band (populated by ↵ decays)
are clearly separated. The 2615 keV 208Tl �-line is well visible in the �/�
band as well as a the continuum rate induced by the degraded ↵ source and the
5407 keV 210Po doublet in the ↵ band. The discrimination power is reported in
Sec. 3.

The light-to-heat energy ratio as a function of the heat en-
ergy is shown for the calibration spectrum in Fig. 2. �/� and
↵ decays give rise to very clear separate distributions. In the
upper band, ascribed to �/� events, the 2615 keV 208Tl �-line
is well visible. The lower band, populated by ↵ decays, shows
the continuum rate induced by the degraded ↵ source as well as
the 210Po doublet.

The Light Yield (LY), defined as the ratio between the mea-
sured light (in keV) and the nominal energy of the event (in
MeV), was measured for the most intense �-lines giving 1.10
± 0.03 keV/MeV and 0.78 ± 0.02 keV/MeV for the cylinder
and for the parallelepiped, respectively. These values are con-
stant from 0.2 to 2.6 MeV and are not corrected for the light
collection e�ciency. The LY of the cylindrical crystal is well
in agreement with the one reported in [14, 30], while the paral-
lelepiped shows a lower LY.

The Quenching Factor (QF), defined as the ratio of the
LY↵/LY�/� for the same energy release, was evaluated on the
5407 keV ↵-line and results 0.18 for both crystals.

3. ↵ vs �/� discrimination

As reported in [14, 15], Molybdate crystals can provide
↵ vs �/� discrimination by making use of the thermal infor-
mation only. In Fig. 3 the ideal signal shape s(t) for the two
event classes is shown together with the percentage di↵erence
s(t)↵-s(t)�/�. Pulse shapes are obtained by averaging pulses (ob-
tained in the same calibration measurement of Fig. 2) in the en-
ergy range 2610-2620 keV and aligned at the maximum. Dif-
ferences at a level of a few per mille are visible both in the rise
and decay of the thermal pulse 1.

1We will refer to pulses from the cylindrical bolometer throughout the rest
of the text. However, the parallelepiped bolometer showed consistent results.
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2)	Superfluid	He		Dark	Matter	Detector
• Superfluid	He:	Many	Long	Lived	
Excitations
– Photons	&	Triplet	Excimers:	~	18	eV
– Phonons	&	Rotons:		1	meV
– x10	gain	due	to	adsorption	on	bare	
surface

• D.	McKinsey	et	al	(1302:0534)

Mn

MDM

Mn

Offshell

• Simple	elastic	NR	scattering		just	
doesn’t	give	you	a	measureable	
recoil

• Use	off-shell	processes	that	produce	
2	back	to	back	offshell phonons

• Schutz	and	Zurek:	1604.08206



Superfluid	He	Detector	Needs

• Photon/Triplet	Eximer
Detector	Sensitivity:		~	
18	eV	/7	

• Roton Detector	
Sensitivity:	~30	meV /7	
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3)	1MeV-300	MeV	DM	Searches	with	
Electronic	Recoils	

• What	can	we	say	about	DM	
with	MDM <	200	MeV

• 10	MeV	DM	nuclear	recoils:	
<Er>	~	3meV

• Dorenzo,	Essig et	al	(1108.5383)

Jeremy Mardon,  SITP,  Stanford

hidden photon mediator: 
— light (~10 MeV) 

— massless (or << keV) 
!

e.g. Essig et al 1108.5383, Lin et al 1111.0293, Chu et al 1112.0493!
Hall et al 0911.1120

DM DM

e- e-

dipole moment

photon

DM DM

e- e-

kinetic mixing

photon

hidden!
photon

dipole moment: 
— MDM 

— EDM 
!

Sigurdson et al Phys.Rev. D70 (2004) 083501 + Erratum-ibid.!
Graham et al 1203.2531
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BENCHMARK MODELS

mn

v mDM

For	<	300	MeV	Dark	Matter	don’t	
pay	the	kinematic	penalty.
Search	for	elastic	scatters	

between	DM	and	e-



ER	DM	Searches	with	Scintillators
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FIG. 2. DM-electron-scattering-cross-section (�e) reach vs. DM mass (m�) for FDM (q) = 1 (top) and FDM (q) = 1/q2 (bottom),
assuming an exposure of 1 kg for 1 year and a radiative e�ciency of 1. Left: Solid (dashed) lines show 3.6 events for a threshold
of one (two) photons, corresponding to the 95% c.l. reach for zero background events in CsI (purple), NaI (green), and GaAs
(red). Bands around solid lines show the numerical uncertainty. Solid (dashed) lines for Ge (blue) and Si (gold) are the
one(two)-electron threshold lines from [2]. Right: Solid (dashed) lines show 5�-discovery reach using annual modulation for a
threshold of one (two) photons, assuming zero backgrounds. The gray region is excluded by XENON10 [5].

a high radiative e�ciency) one or more photons. We
show two thresholds: “1�” requires E

e

� E
g

, while “2�”
requires E

e

� E
g

+ hEi, where hEi is the mean energy
needed for the recoiling electron to form another electron-
hole pair. A phenomenological approach gives hEi ⇠
2.9 eV (3.6 eV, 4.2 eV) for Ge (Si, GaAs) [2, 73, 74].
Precise values for CsI and NaI are unavailable, so we
show hEi = 3E

g

[74]. More theoretical work and an
experimental calibration can better quantify the num-
ber of photons produced by low-energy electron recoils.
The mass threshold is di↵erent for the 1� and 2� lines.
However, the low-gap materials have a similar high-mass
reach for either threshold, since E

e

is typically several eV
and more likely to produce two rather than one photon.
Resolving two photons in coincidence can help reduce
backgrounds.

The annual modulation of the signal rate can be used
as a discriminant from background [30]. Fig. 2 (right)
shows 5� discovery lines for which �S/

p
S
tot

+B = 5
with B = 0. Here �S is the modulation amplitude

and S
tot

(B) is the total number of signal (background)
events. The sensitivity weakens / p

B, assuming B is
constant in time.

To summarize, we described a novel search for sub-GeV
DM, using scintillators. Scintillators provide a comple-
mentary path with potential advantages over other ap-
proaches searching for a low ionization signal: the detec-
tion of photons may be technologically easier with fewer
dark counts.
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• Use	a	low	bandgap scintillating	crystal	
(GaAs,	NaI)	and	couple	to	a	single	
photon	sensitive	large	area	detector	with	
no	dark	count	rate
• PMT

• You	pay	a	penalty	compared	to	
semiconductor	detectors

• Different	Systematics

Derenzo,	Essig et	al:	1607.01009	

Photon	Detector	
Sensitivity: 1.5	eV/	7



4)	Exotic	Coupling	High	Mass	Dark	Matter
Orbital	Angular	Momentum	Coupling

Vector	(Transverse)	Proton	Spin	Coupling

• Traditional	ER/NR	DM	targets	all	[even,	
even]	low	angular	momentum	nuclei:	
Xe,	Ar,	Ge,	Si

• What	if	DM	couples	via	spin?	What	if	
DM	coupling	has	strong	velocity	
dependence	(WH	1405.6690)?	

• ~10	kg	of	Scintillation	+	Phonon	
Detectors	for	ER/NR	rejection	made	
from	NaI and	CaF2 could	compete	with	
much	larger	experiments.

• Apples	to	apples	test	of	DAMA
• 1410.1573	
• 1603.02214

• Photon Detector:
• ~2.5	eV/	3	Sensitivity

WH	et	al:
1405.6690

WH	et	al:
1405.6690



Science	Requirement	Summary:	
Photon/Roton Detector	Sensitivity

Sensitivity	(𝝈)
0𝜈DBD 10	eV
He Scintillation 2	eV
Exotic	Coupling	
Dark	Matter

0.75	eV	(still
good	if	higher)

ER	DM	with	
GaAs

0.25	eV

He	Roton 5	meV

11



Dark	Counts
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Figure 8. Ionisation spectra expected from coherent neutrino scattering in ZEPLIN-III exposed
to different neutrino sources. Single electron and electron recoil backgrounds are also shown. The
peak structure reflects discrete numbers of ionisation electrons measured by electroluminescence.

3.4 Predicted observable spectra

In figure 8 we present photoelectron spectra predicted for neutrino interactions and for the

two dominant backgrounds, as would be observed in ZEPLIN-III. Individual peaks repre-

sent ionisation electrons detected by electroluminescence; we assume a yield of 30 photo-

electrons per electron and Poisson variance.

As the figure suggests, the neutrino signal must be searched above !3 electrons due

to the single electron background — although this will be improved with multiple-cluster

resolution in x, y using advanced position algorithms. The electron recoil background

becomes significant above that threshold, but the reactor signal is clearly salient near

100 phe. Unfortunately, its spectrum does not extend to 1,500 photoelectrons in the S2

channel (50 electrons), which would be required for a detectable S1 pulse from an electron

recoil thus enabling discrimination by S2/S1 ratio.

For a reactor experiment, the number of events expected in a 10 kg·yr dataset above

a 75 phe threshold is of order 3,000 (1,000 above 90 phe). The electroninc background

is ∼200 events over the relevant range. These values are sensitive to the shape of the

antineutrino reactor spectrum and the ionisation yield for low energy recoils. The number

– 14 –

e- (S2)	Background	Rate	in	Zeplin III		

R1e- =	5.7	Hz	->		YIKES!

1110.3056



Science	Requirement	Summary:	
Photon/Roton Detector	Dark	Counts

Sensitivity	(𝝈) Dark	Count	
0𝜈DBD 10	eV Some	Allowed
He Scintillation 2	eV None
Exotic	Coupling	
Dark	Matter

0.75	eV	(still
good	if	higher)

Some	Allowed

ER	DM	with	
GaAs

0.25	eV None

He	Roton 5	meV None

13



Low	Temperature	TES	Calorimeter	
Technology

C

G

Bath

R

T

�T =
�E

C

ΔV
~100	nV

• Transition	Edge	Sensor	(TES):
A	superconducting	metal	film	(W)
that	is	externally	biased	so	as	to	be	
within	its	superconducting/normal	
transition

• “Near	Equilibrium	Sensor”:		No	
Dark	Count	Rate
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C

G

Bath

~	Intrinsic	Thermal	Noise	
of	Calorimeters



Calorimeter	Optimization
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View of the BF LD insert and dilution unit 
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�2
<E> = CkbT

2

• Minimize	T
• Dilution	Refrigerators	can	
cool	detectors	to	5mK

• Minimize	C
• Small	Volume
• Low	T
• Insulators

Freeze	out}



State	of	the	Art:	Thermal	Cryogenic	
Photon	Detectors

• CRESST	Thermal	
Calorimeter	Light	
Detector	
– (0809.1829)
– 30mm	x	30mm	Si	wafer
– Single	W	TES	(Tc ~10mK)
– Sensitivity:	8.5	eV (σ
baseline)

18.08.2006 TES III  Workshop

Phonon detector
   300g CaWO4

Ø=40mm, h=40mm

Light detector
   Si

(30x30x0.4)mm3

 W thermometer

CRESST II prototyping phase
detector module

17



Shouldn’t	this	be	a	solved	problem?	

Tc (mK)
101 20 30 40 50

< pt
 [e

V]

10-2

10-1

100

101

102

103

104 Estimated Energy Resolution for Ideal Calorimeters
CRESST Si/SOS Light
CRESST 300g CaWO4
CRESST 262g Al2O3
Lucifer 330g ZnMoO4
Edelweiss 400g Ge
50g Si CNS (proposed)

• Calorimeter	scaling	laws	have	
been	known	for	20	years	…
Massive	low	temperature	
calorimeters	haven’t	met	
expectations	for	20	years

• There	hasn’t	been	a	burning	
scientific	reason	to	push

Ba
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lin
e	
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)	[
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]	
Measured	
Resolution	are	
the	stars



Culprit:	Decoupling	between	the	Sensor	and	
Absorber	at	Low	Temperature

As	T	is	decreased,	it’s	harder	
and	harder	to	keep	the	sensor:
1. the	sensor	thermally	

coupled	to	the	absorber
2. The	absorber	and	sensor	

decoupled	from	the	bath

Ct

Ca

Bath

Gtb

Gab

Gta

Absorber

TES

δPa

_
+

RL

Vb

L

Rt

δPt Q
It

Kapitza boundary	conductance	
in	the	mechanical	support	scale	
as	as	T3

e-/phonon		thermal	
conductance	scales	as	T4
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Solution:	Athermal Phonon	Sensors

Collect	and	concentrate	
athermal phonon	energy	into	
TES	via	Al	QP	collection	fins,	
completely	bypassing	the	Gep
bottleneck

20



The	Ultimate	Cryogenic	Photon	
and	Roton Detector:		thin	/	

pixelized SuperCDMS Detector	

STEAL	FROM	
SUPERCDMS!

21



What	happens	when	we	shrink

• Pulse	fall	time	varies	
inversely	with	thickness!

• Phonon	energy	signal	
bandwidth	limited	by	
athermal phonon	collection

• Energy	Resolution	scales	as	
thickness-1/2:	
• 25mm	->	1mm
• 10	eV	(HV	Goal)	->		2 eV22



Lowering	Tc:	Phonon	Signal	Bandwidth

Phonon	energy	signal	bandwidth	
limited	by	athermal phonon	
collection	

⌫signal = 210 hz

23



Lowering	Tc:	TES	Dynamics
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Lowering	Tc:	TES	Noise

C

G

Bath

SpG =	4kbT2G
⌫
sensor

DC	noise	scales	with	G
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Lowering	Tc:	Bandwidth	Optimization	Rule
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G / T 4
c

Sp tfn = 4kbT
2
c G

/ T 6
c

�E / T 3
c

• Lower	𝑣sensor (lower	Tc)	if	𝑣
signal <	𝑣sensor

• Lower	𝑣signal (decrease	Al	
coverage)	if	𝑣signal >	𝑣sensor

You	can	always	say	on	Tc3	scaling	(in	principle)
45mK->	10mK:		2eV	->	20meV



What	happens	when	we	pixelize?

• Naively,		TES	Noise	sums	in	quadrature	(Big	Assumption!)
• 20	meV ->	1.5	meV

27

R	=	38.1	mm
A	=	4600	mm2

Apixel =	25mm^2
Npixel =	184



THE	PROBLEMS	
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Problem	#1:	Vibrational	Parasitic	Power

M.	Pepin

Baseline	Noise	vs Time
R133	SuperCDMS HV	(T5Z2) Vibrations	from	the	

cryocooler produce	high	
frequency	phonons	within	
our	detectors	which	look	like	
real	events.	

Toggle	CryoCooler ON/OFF
• Threshold:	12σpt									 7σpt	(?)
• σpt: 340eVt								125eVt
• Caveats:
• Study	done	at	0V
• Trigger	vs Analysis	Threshold	

Baseline	Noise	PSD	(T5Z2D)



Problem	#2:	RF	Parasitic	Power
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Current	Progress
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First	Prototype	Design
Optimized	
Phonon	
Collection	Fin	
Design
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Experimental	Progress:	1st Run
– No	source	this	run
• no	phonon	collection	efficiency	measurement

– Did	clamp	kludge	design	work?
• No	vibrational	sensitivity	whatsoever.	Unless	the	athermal phonon	

collection	efficiency	is	truly	horrid	…	solved
– Measured	Phonon	Sensor	Parameters
• Tc =	45mK:	lowest	ever	measured	->	beware	of	parasitic	power

– Rn	=	150mOhm:	Expected	300mOhm	(TES	width	was	4um	L)
– Tbath =	37mK
– Po =	2pW
– Sp(0)	=	1.75x10-17	W/ 𝐻𝑧� : 		x3 higher	than	expected	L

• 𝛽 ~	0	:	Evidence	that	𝛽 is	getting	smaller	as	we	drop	Tc?
• 𝜏eff	=119us: Suppressed	by	low	Ro	and	Tbath

– Estimated	25us	falltime in	perfect	setup	(too	good	to	be	true?)

33



Experimental	Progress:	Biggest	1st Run	
Mystery

• Phonon	Pulse	falltime:	
–Measured:	200us
– Expected:	20us

• Huge	Discrepancy!
• Hypotheses:
1. Just	saturation	effects	(calibration	source)
2. The	Si	surface	was	really	rough	due	to	

overetching the	aSi layer	…	could	phonons	
really	be	bouncing	around	for	that	long?
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2nd Run	Cooling	Today
• No	aSi layer		
• Am	Calibation source	(2	Hz)
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Summary

• A	daunting,	but	theoretically	possible	path	to	
meV scale	devices

• At	every	stage	in	sensitivity	development	
there	are	scientifically	interesting	uses

36



Backup
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Resolution	Limits:	Parasitic	Power

Our first- and second-generation TESs were designed to
achieve NEPs suitable for ground-based astronomy and were
fabricated using MoCu bilayers on 500-nm-thick SiNx mem-
branes with Tc of around 370 and 200 mK, respectively. We
tested many different devices having legs tens of microns
wide and hundreds of microns long. We found that the
thermal conductance to the bath varied approximately as
Gb ’ j0 (Atot/L) Tc

n!1 across a wide range of geometries and
critical temperatures, where Atot and L are the total cross sec-
tional area and length of the nitride support legs respectively,
n ’ 3 and j0 ’ 3" 10!3 W/m/Kn. The total area is given by

Atot¼
PI

i¼1

diwi, where di and wi are the thickness and width,

respectively, of the individual bridges forming the conduct-
ance, and I is the number of bridges. In the work described
in this paper I¼ 4.

The problem of extrapolating a design developed for
ground-based telescopes to that needed for space missions,
which must operate with a lower Tc and with a reduction in
Gb of three orders of magnitude, is nontrivial. For example,
typical thermal phonon wavelengths become greater than the
thickness of the nitride legs at temperatures of T3D!2D .
hct/pkbd where ct is the transverse sound velocity. Below this
temperature we expect a transition from bulk three-
dimensional (3D) transport to two-dimensional (2D) trans-
port and an associated reduction in n.13,14 As the temperature
is reduced further, the typical wavelengths become compara-
ble with the width of the legs, and the transport becomes
one-dimensional (1D), which is associated with a further
reduction in n. The precise value of n depends on the nature
of the phonon scattering mechanism. With ct¼ 6.2" 103

m/s, we find T3D! 2D ’ 470 mK for d¼ 200 nm and T2D! 1D

’ 100 mK for w¼ 1 lm, although we would not expect the
transitions to be sharply defined because the temperature de-
pendence of the Bose–Einstein distribution that describes the
phonon occupancies will tend to smear out the changes. We
would, however, expect the 200-nm-thick bridges described in
this paper to be operating in the 2D–1D regime, rather than the
3D–2D regime characteristic of our previous work.

In our early work on ground-based detectors we studied
the spectral density of the current noise, in(f). The measure-
ments showed significant current noise above that arising
from the experimental limiting sources.15 Concurrently with
that work we measured the heat capacity of our thin-film
SiNx (Ref. 16) and found, in agreement with the measure-
ments of others on bulk amorphous dielectrics,17 a specific
heat that was much greater than that expected on the basis of
a simple Debye model. The measured heat capacity shows
an almost linear dependence on temperature, which is usu-
ally attributed to Two Level Systems. With this in mind we
were able to create an extended thermal model that gave a
convincing account of the measured noise in two distinct
geometries at two operating temperatures. A clear conclusion
was that the excess noise was associated with the random
flow of thermal energy between the bilayer and parasitic heat
capacities—particularly those of the SiNx and the SiO2 layer
used to passivate the Cu of the bilayer. In the TESs reported
here, unnecessary dielectric was removed so that the com-

pleted devices had minimal heat capacity. We also omitted
the thin-film resistive absorbers and associated SiNx support
structures needed to make complete FIR detectors in order
that we could investigate the intrinsic physics of the TES.
We continue to use lateral and longitudinal normal-metal
bars on the bilayer to increase its internal thermal conduc-
tion. The lower operating temperature, Tc ’ 120 mK, was
achieved by increasing the thickness of the Cu in the bilayer.

In this work we report a study of the thermal properties of
a large number of MoCu TESs fabricated on ultrathin, 200
nm, free-standing SiNx membranes. In Sec. II, we briefly
describe the measurement system and the physical parameters
of the fabricated devices. In Sec. III, we review the thermal
measurements, giving details of the transition temperatures,
thermal conductance, saturation powers, and normal-state re-
sistance Rn. The dependence of Gb on the dimensions of the
support legs was studied and compared with simple models.
A total of 53 devices, having leg widths and lengths in the
ranges 1–4 lm and 160–960 lm, respectively, on four differ-
ent chips, each with 16 TESs, cut out from two different
wafers were characterized. To assess pixel-to-pixel uniformity,
the variation in Gb across 15 nominally identical TESs was
also investigated. Section IV presents the linearized electro-
thermal model that was used to predict dynamic behavior.
Section V describes how the electrothermal parameters, aI and
bI, and the heat capacity of the bilayers were extracted from
impedance measurements. The measured rise times and noise
spectra of a subset of the TESs are presented. These are com-
pared to the modeling, and the dark NEP is calculated. Finally,
Sec. VI summarizes the work and comments on the outlook.

II. SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENTS

The TESs studied in this paper consisted of a supercon-
ducting MoCu bilayer formed on a 200-nm-thick SiNx island
isolated from the heat bath by four long and narrow legs.
Figure 1 shows a photograph of one of the MoCu TESs
measured in this study. The device is slightly curved because
of residual stress in the SiO2 passivation layer. Similar devi-
ces with MoAu bilayers on 200 nm SiNx without the

FIG. 1. A single Mo/Cu TES with longitudinal and partial lateral Cu bars
across the bilayer. The SiNx island has an area 110" 110 lm2 and is 200 nm
thick. The supporting legs are 4 lm wide.
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SuperCDMS
(modeled)

SAFARI
(measured)

Tc 30	mK 111	mK

G 12800 fW/K 170	fW/K

Pbias 76	fW 8.9	fW

SNEP 6x10-19	W/rthz 4.2x10-19	
W/rthz

JAP	109,	084507	(2011)SAFARI	has	created	devices	
with	x75	smaller	G	&	x9	
smaller	Pbias than	we	

require

We’re	far	from	the	
fundamental	limits	on	

phonon	resolution	due	to	
parasitic	power
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